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Terminology 
Before getting started here are some equivalent terminologies for MicroStation and AutoCAD that will be used in 
the presentation. 

AutoCAD / MicroStation Terminology 

AutoCAD MicroStation Definition 

ARX / AutoLISP MDL / Visual Basic, MicroStation BASIC Programmable command language. 

Attributes Tags Non-graphical data associated with 
elements/blocks.  

Autodesk Bentley Software Developers for AEC. 

Block Cell Single or multiple objects grouped 
together to create a single 
element/object. 

ByLayer ByLevel Element/object properties are 
determined by level/layer settings for 
color, style, and weight. 

Command window / Dynamic Input Key-in window Allows for keyboard input. 

Current Active File or object in use. 

Explode Drop Converts an element/object into multiple 
elements/objects. 

DWG DGN Standard CAD file extensions. 

External Reference (Xref) Reference A design/drawing file attached to the 
active/current drawing. 

Hatching Patterning To fill an area within a drawing with 
lines or symbols. 

Insertion Point Handle Point Benchmark point used to place objects 
in a drawing. 

Layers Levels Used as transparent overlays for 
display graphics. 

Linetype Line Style Defines the appearance of linear 
objects. 

Object snap Key Point snap Controls the location for 
elements/objects. 

Polygon Shape Enclosed shape. 

Polyline Linestring / Complex Chain Connected line segments. 

Redraw / Regenerate Update Refreshes screen display. 

Select/Pick Identify/Accept Choose elements/objects for 
manipulation or modification. 

Template Seed File A drawing template file. 

User Coordinate System (UCS) Auxiliary Coordinate System (ACS) An XYZ coordinate system with user-
selected origin. 

World Coordinate System Design Cube Defines the location(s) of all objects in a 
design/drawing using the Cartesian 
coordinate system. 
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Honestly… 
“An idea…” 

 
 
Although I personally have never used Civil 3D on a DOT project, I have always had the idea that some of the 
great functionality in Civil 3D, and AutoCAD for that matter, could be used to design, develop plans, and submit a 
DOT project.  Many companies that I have worked with have expressed interest in submitting RFP’s to work on 
DOT projects but have shied away due to some of the file format requirements.  With some of the new 
enhancements in AutoCAD (most notably the DGN translator) and additional functionality in Civil 3D, this idea can 
become a reality.  This presentation will put forth this idea and examine the workflows necessary to develop and 
submit a DOT project. 

   3 
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DOT Survey, Design and CAD Manuals 
The first step in developing a DOT project is to obtain the DOT’s manuals for design and plan preparation.  Most 
DOT’s provide survey and design manuals that will contain basic engineering workflows for each aspect of a 
project’s design.  These manuals will either be sent to you on a CD once you have been approved for work, or 
through downloads at the DOT’s website.  In addition to design and survey manuals, a CAD standards manual 
will accompany the design manual or will be included in it in a separate section.  The following are two important 
sections that will help you in designing and producing your project in Civil 3D. 

Project Development Task List 

Most design manuals contain a task list of project items that you will use as a guideline for project development.  
These guidelines will help you setup the correct design standards in the Civil 3D template.  In addition to helping 
you develop your project, the manual will also contain the different agencies within the DOT that you will either 
need to contact or send plans to for reviewing at the different phases of design. 
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Plans Checklists 

Most design manuals also contain a plans checklist section that you will use as a guideline for plan creation.  This 
list will also contain drafting guidelines that include annotation, dimensioning, standard submission sheet sizes, 
etc.  Again, the standards outlined here will be used to develop the Civil 3D drawing template. 
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Integrate DOT CAD Standards (Drawing Template) 
One of the strict requirements when working on DOT projects is that all CAD data follow their strict standards.  
Civil 3D already uses a system where all standards, including CAD, design and sheet presentation, are self 
contained in drawing templates.  This functionality relieves common frustrations that can occur when working with 
standards.  Therefore, the first and most important step to working on a DOT project is to develop a drawing 
template (.DWT) that will adhere to a DOT’s CAD standards and design settings. 

Layers 

The first step when developing a drawing template is to add the DOT’s layer standards to the file.  This can be 
achieved using several methods: 

• Verify whether the DOT has already created a standard AutoCAD file.  Many DOT’s already provide 
either a drawing template or DWG file that contains all the standard layers used by the DOT. 

• Use the DGN translator (or the Map functionality) provided by Autodesk (http://labs.autodesk.com/ ) and 
use the DOT seed file (equivalent to a drawing template file) to import the layers to create your own 
drawing template file.  Note: at the time of this writing, the DGN translator only works with AutoCAD 
2007. 

• Lastly, you can enter them manually.  This method is, of course, the most time consuming. 

Linetypes 

Linetypes can be translated in a combination of ways. 

• As with layers, verify whether the DOT has already added linetypes to an AutoCAD file or created a .LIN 
file for you to load. 

• Try the DGN translator (or Map functionality) to obtain the linestyles from a seed file or sample DGN file.  
Currently the DGN translator does not convert all linestyles so this may not be the best method at this 
time. 

• Hire a sub-consultant that uses MicroStation and have them save the DOT DGN file with the linestyles 
stored in the file as a DWG file. 

• Ask the DOT to save their seed file as a DWG and send it to you.  This option should be a last resort. 

Blocks 

Adding standard DOT blocks into the drawing template can be difficult if the DOT does not provide them 
separately or within an AutoCAD file.  Here are several ideas: 

• As with layers and linetypes, verify whether the DOT has already added blocks to an AutoCAD file. 

• Ask the DOT for sample design files that contain all the possible blocks in a typical project.  You can then 
use the DGN translator to gain access to the blocks and insert them into the drawing template. 

• Hire a sub-consultant that uses MicroStation and have them save the blocks in DWG format.  This 
should take less than half a day to complete as MicroStation has the capabilities to batch translate the 
DOT cells into DWG format. 

Text, Dimension Styles and Font Shape Files 

• Try the DGN translator (or Map functionality) to obtain the styles and font shape file from a seed file or 
sample DGN file.  The DGN translator converts styles and shape files (.SHX) fairly well without problem. 

http://labs.autodesk.com/
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Linking the Resources to Civil 3D Styles 
Once the CAD resources have been added to the drawing template they can be linked through Civil 3D styles.  
This is done by editing the style and associating the object or label style’s component(s) to the DOT layer.  
Because most of the DOT’s are now using ByLevel symbology (ByLayer), it is recommended that all properties be 
set to ByLayer as this will allow for easier translation later on. 
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Integrate DOT Design Standards (Drawing Template, cont.) 
Integrating the DOT’s design standards (e.g. naming conventions, unit settings, area settings, elevation settings, 
etc.) into the drawing template greatly reduces errors that may occur with multiple users designing the project.  
This should be done at the top of the hierarchy settings level (i.e. the Edit Drawing Settings dialog box). 

 
If there are specific settings that are different than settings defined higher up the settings food chain (e.g. labels, 
grid type styles, etc.), they can be overridden by either the feature or command settings, or the specific object or 
label style. 
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Setting Up the Civil 3D Working Environment 
Civil 3D 

Once your drawing template is setup, you are ready to begin work in Civil 3D.  However, to ensure that you and 
other project members are working strictly within the DOT’s editing environment it is important to setup an 
AutoCAD profile that enforces the DOT’s resource location (i.e. support paths). 
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DOT Project Folder Structure and Vault 

In addition to setting up an AutoCAD profile, it is important to use the DOT’s standardized project folder structure 
and standard naming conventions for drawings.  Most DOT’s provide an application that automatically creates a 
standard project folder structure for you or a zipped-up folder structure that you can rename with the appropriate 
project ID number.  Also, if you are using vault (which is recommended for project collaboration) you should mimic 
the project folder structure in vault as well.  To add a standard DOT project to vault without creating every folder 
manually, simply drag a skeleton (empty of drawings and project documents) folder structure into vault from 
Windows Explorer. 
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How to Create the Existing Ground Surface From Data Provided by a DOT 
If you are in charge of surveying the project, you will already have methods to create the existing ground surface 
from your survey data.  Additionally, you will need to follow the DOT’s survey guidelines that are defined in the 
survey/design manual.  If you are receiving data from the DOT, some of the types of data they might provide are 
listed below with workflows for each. 

• Survey Files – If you have Autodesk Survey or any other type of survey package you can import most 
types of survey files and use the data to generate the existing ground surface.  If you do not have a 
survey package, it is not uncommon to ask the DOT for other types of files (see below). 

• Only DGN Files – If the DOT provides you with DGN files containing XYZ data (e.g. breaklines, points, 
etc.), simply use the DGN translator to bring the data into Civil 3D and create the surface from the 3D 
data. 

• ASCII Point Files/2D DGN – Use the point file to import the points into a surface.  Then, use the DGN 
translator to translate the file into Civil 3D and then bring in only the breaklines (as proximity breaklines) 
to better define the surface. 

It is also possible that the DOT will ask you what you need from them to create the existing ground surface.  I 
would recommend that you ask for a LandXML file that contains the surface data and a CAD drawing of the topo 
for plan preparation. 
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Creating Existing ROW 
Depending on the type of DOT project (e.g. following existing alignment, proposed corridor, etc.) you may need to 
define the existing ROW early on in the process.  This is done to show that your design either stays within the 
existing ROW limits or will show how much ROW will need to be acquired based on the proposed design.  If you 
are not provided drawings that contain ROW graphics, Civil 3D contains commands that will allow you to 
automate the creation of existing ROW.  Using a combination of the polyline command (or parcel creation tools) 
and the Civil 3D Transparent commands, you can easily recreate the existing ROW. 
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Creating a Horizontal Alignment to DOT standards (Including Superelevation) 
Creating horizontal alignments and related superelevation calcs that conform to a DOT’s standards is fairly 
straightforward.  Most DOT’s follow the standard AASHTO (American Association of State and Highway 
Transportation Officials) methods that are defined in “The Green Book”, A Policy on Geometric Design of 
Highways and Streets.  Depending on the state’s location, environmental conditions, etc., the AASHTO guidelines 
may be slightly modified and tables specifying such modifications will be provided to you through the DOT’s 
design standards manual. 
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Once these design standards are defined per the project, the Civil 3D Alignment Layout tools can be used to 
easily create the projects required alignments.  The alignment object and label styles that were previously defined 
will lock in the correct layers and annotation settings for the design objects. 
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Superelevation 

Defining superelevation is fairly straightforward in Civil 3D and is completed in the Superelevation tab of the 
Alignment Properties dialog box.  Again, the design manual will outline the DOT’s superelevation guidelines. 
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Creating Profiles (Vertical Alignments) And Profile Views 
Similar to horizontal alignments, the DOT will provide some guidelines for vertical alignments.  These guidelines 
will most likely follow those outlined in the AASHTO Green Book and are based on a number of criteria including, 
but not limited to, the states terrain (e.g. level, rolling hills, rugged, etc.), weather conditions (e.g. snow, ice, rain, 
etc.) and minimum / maximum grades. 

Once these design standards are defined per the project, the Civil 3D Profile Layout tools can be used to easily 
create the projects required vertical alignment(s).  As with horizontal alignments, profile objects and their 
associated label styles that were previously defined will lock in the correct layers and annotation settings for the 
design objects.  In addition to the profile, profile view styles should have been created previously to follow the 
exact DOT’s standard profile views. 
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Showing Existing Utilities 

With some projects, it is important to display existing utilities (e.g. gas, water, electric, etc.) on the plan, profile and 
cross section views.  Although there is no specific tool that adds a 3D feature to all views, you can use the pipe 
network functionality to add the existing utilities.  The following is a basic workflow for adding existing utilities to 
the different views. 

• Create a part list that contains all the utilities that will be encountered on the project.  Keep in mind that it 
does not matter which pipe part you use as this part list is simply going to be used to generate utility 
graphics and annotation in the profile, and cross sections. 

• Depending on the level of detail that you need to display on the profile and cross sections, you will next 
need to create pipe styles for each of the different utilities. 

• Next, create the existing utility using either the 3D polyline command (if you know the elevations or can 
snap to them) or, use the Elevation From Surface command in the Grading pull-down menu. 

• Next, you can either use the Network Layout tools to create the existing utilities or the Create from 
Object command in the Pipes pull-down menu. 

• To add the utilities to the profile and cross section views, use the Draw in Profile command (for profiles), 
and for the cross sections (if already plotted), simply resample them in the Sample Line Group Properties 
dialog box. 

• To add annotation to the utilities, simply use the Add Labels command in the Pipes pull-down menu and 
select the utilities you want to annotate.  If you need a crossing centerline elevation, you will need to add 
a separate Profile View label.  This label will not be linked to the pipe object and if the object changes, 
the label will need updating.  However, it is not that difficult to modify the label as the station and 
elevation are dynamic and you simply need to relocate the label to the pipe object. 
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Defining Standard DOT Typical Sections (Assemblies and Subassemblies) 
Defining standard DOT typical sections couldn’t be simpler with Civil 3D.  Civil 3D contains an extensive library of 
subassemblies that can be used to easily design DOT standard typical sections.  Use the standard 
assembly/subassembly creation tools to simply piece together the project’s typical section(s). 

One of the greatest features in AutoCAD is palettes.  Civil 3D leverages palette functionality with the use of 
subassemblies.  You can create a standard palette that contains the projects subassemblies and this palette can 
be stored on the server to be used by members of the project.  In addition to the subassemblies being stored on a 
palette, you can define default parameters for each of the subassemblies that are based on the project’s design 
criteria (e.g. pavement depth, subbase depth, etc.). 
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Roadway Modeling 
Creating Corridors 

Any type of corridor that is required for your design can easily be created.  Civil 3D can create complex corridors 
such as intersections, lane transitioning, and complex highway ramps, as well as simple corridors like bike paths 
and ditches.   
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Feature Line and Grading tools 

Included in Civil 3D are the Feature Line and Grading tools.  The Feature Lines toolbar contains powerful tools 
that can be used for designing 3D breaklines.  Whether performing offsite design, creating additional non-
standard roadway features, etc., the Feature Lines tools allow you to easily design any type of feature that can 
eventually be added to the roadway surface.  To daylight the design, simply use the grading tools to tie into a 
surface (remember, it does not have to be an existing surface). 

 

 

Roadway created using only Feature Line 
and Grading tools. 
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Drainage Design 
Civil 3D contains some of the greatest drainage creation tools of any civil design software.  Once you have 
completed your drainage design, simply use the Network layout tools in conjunction with the station offset 
transparent command to define specific structure and culvert locations.  To view structures and pipes in the 
different views, simply use the Draw in Profile command or resample command for the cross sections.  If they are 
already plotted, simply resample them in the Sample Line Group Properties dialog box. 
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Creating Standard DOT Cross Section Views 
Although this step is not altogether that difficult, it is worth mentioning in a separate section (no pun intended).  If 
a DOT requires that you submit cross section sheets, then you will want to take the time and setup your section 
styles (e.g. Section styles, Section View styles, Band styles, etc.) to display exactly like the DOT’s standard cross 
sections. 
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Calculating Earthwork and Material Reports 
Material and earthwork reports are easy and straightforward in Civil 3D and are generated in LandXML format.  
LandXML is accepted by most DOT’s and almost all standard civil engineering applications used at a DOT. 

To create earthwork and material reports, simply define the surfaces and materials list, and then select the 
appropriate style sheet.  The report can then be printed, saved to Excel, or added as a Civil 3D table in the 
drawing. 
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Creating Additional DOT Standardized Reports for Submission 
Creating additional standard DOT reports (e.g. horizontal alignment, vertical alignments, cogo points) is simply a 
matter of using the Report Manager (Toolbox) or the LandXML reporter included in Civil 3D.  Simply select the 
appropriate style sheet (.XSL) to generate the report. 
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Creating DOT Construction Documents 
Creating plan sets for each of the submission phases is fairly straightforward in that standard AutoCAD tools, like 
plot layouts and Sheet Set Manager, can be used to quickly and efficiently create your plots. 

When the time comes to send electronic files to the DOT (typically at the end of the project at the contract plans 
phase), the following are some possible methods for easing the translation of Civil 3D data to DGN format, as well 
as a format for the design data that will help maintain data integrity. 

• Design Data – Luckily your design data can be exported in a format that the DOT will be able to use, 
LandXML.  Since LandXML is an independent file format, all civil design software can import the data 
into their format without any data loss. 

• Plot Files – If you need to submit electronic plot files, most DOT’s will accept PDF files.  Simply use the 
DWG to PDF plotter configuration to create a PDF of your project. 

• DGN Files – This process can of course be the most difficult task to perform if you do not have 
MicroStation.  Here are some tips to help ease the conversion for those that have MicroStation and those 
that don’t: 

o Do Not Have MicroStation 
Check out your entire project from the vault.  This will ensure that you have the most current 
project files.  Then, use the Civil 3D batch converter to save the graphics to previous version 
of AutoCAD.  When you use the DGN translator, it will have a better chance of converting 
the graphics.  Verify that your Civil 3D drawings are set to the correct scale through the Edit 
Drawing Settings dialog box. 

o Think about subbing out the translation work to another company that has MicroStation.  
MicroStation also has a batch converter utility that can convert the entire project to DGN 
format.  The batch converter can be used in conjunction with a remapping file that allows you 
to remap layers to levels, blocks to cells, fonts to fonts, etc.  Again, as previously mentioned, 
setting all the components of Civil 3D styles to ByLayer will help make this process easy. 

o Once your files have been converted, use Bentley View to review the files (see the Tips & 
Tricks section for more details on Bentley View). 

o Ask the DOT if they will accept the drawings in DWG format.  How you approach the DOT 
with this request could be difficult and as every DOT will have it’s own file format policies.  
That said, MicroStation version 8 and up can natively read DWG files, including Civil 3D 
proxy objects.  I know that DOT’s have accepted files from consultants who only have 
AutoCAD due to the added DWG functionality in MicroStation.  This suggestion is, of course, 
at your own risk. 

 

o Have MicroStation 
Check out your entire project from the vault.  This will ensure that you have the most current 
project files.  Then, use the Civil 3D batch converter to save the graphics to previous version 
of AutoCAD.  When you use MicroStation’s batch converter, it will have a better chance of 
converting the graphics. 

o Use the batch converter in conjunction with a remapping file that allows you to remap layers 
to levels, blocks to cells, fonts to fonts, etc.  When using MicroStation, make sure that you 
are in the DOT’s editing environment (workspace).  This will ensure that any standard DOT 
resources (e.g. DGN libraries, font files, linestyle files, etc.) are available when the batch 
converter translates the job. 

o Set all objects to ByLevel.  Create a VBA macro (you can record macros in MicroStation) in 
conjunction with the Batch Process utility to automate this process on all files in the project. 
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Miscellaneous Tips and Tricks 
The following is a list of some miscellaneous tips to help in getting DOT projects done in Civil 3D. 

• Think out of the box 
When developing the drawing template, some Civil 3D items that need to display a certain way may 
seem impossible to replicate.  In the example below, the PVI is trimming the extended tangent lines as is 
per the DOT standard.  In Civil 3D, the profile style does not have an option to allow the PVI symbol to 
do this. 

So, what is the solution?  Simply create a circle block that contains a circular (chorded) wipeout object.  
Then, create a Civil 3D marker style that uses the block and the profile style will reference this marker 
style at the PVI location. 

 
• In the MicroStation Know 

Typically, DOT’s use a DGN library that contain the standard level names and associated ByLevel 
symbology.  When the DOT opens the files in their working environment, the levels defined in the DOT 
DGN library will override any errors in the ByLayer properties that are contained in your file. 

• DOT Sample Drawings and Bentley View 
Most DOT’s will have a set of sample drawings that you can use as a guide for the development of Civil 
3D styles and settings.  To view exactly what the DOT will expect from you, use the free viewer provided 
by Bentley Systems, called Bentley View to view the files in their native format while creating the different 
styles.  You can download Bentley View at www.bentley.com. 
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• Feature lines display 3D polylines with custom linetypes 
3D polylines do not display linetypes.  This can cause some issues as most DOT’s extensively use 
custom linestyles (linetypes) that will have elevations.  To allow 3D linear data to display custom 
linetypes, simply convert them to Civil 3D feature lines. 

• Styles can be anything (anywhere) 
Below the existing ROW is being displayed in a cross section.  This was done with the following steps. 

o Create the ROW with the feature line tool, Drape to surface option 

o Convert the objects into pipe objects. 

o Create a pipe style that will add the display of the pipe in the cross section. 

o Create a pipe label style that displays the pipe description (EX – ROW) of the pipe in the 
cross section. 
 

 

Conclusion 
Thank you for taking the time to attend this presentation.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any 
comments, questions or suggestions.  I am more than happy to share my experience and knowledge with DOT 
projects, my e-mail is below. 

 

E-mail:  scohen@prosoftnet.com
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